Grabovoi The Phenomenon

THE TASHKENT MIRACLE

Ph.D. in Philosophy - Phenomenon of Grigory Grabovoi

I have recently met Alexander Pukemov, the journalist from Tashkent. He is known to Russia
and Uzbekistan due to a number of publications on the paranormal phenomena. Alexander is
the author of the article entitled "The Phenomenon of Grabovoi" that was published in the 'Trud'
newspaper of March 14,1995.

The article told about the unique extrasensor from Tashkent, about his surprising capabilities.
He is entrusted to carry out the extrasensory assessment of the aircraft's readiness before the
significant government flights of the "Uzbekiston Airways" Aviation Company.

When I, quite by chance, happened to know that Alexander was here in New York, first and
foremost I questioned him on this unusual man.

- Yes, Grigory Petrovich Grabovoi is really one of the most surprising people possessing the
original potentialities", says Alexander Pukemov. - "Even his name seems to possess this idea.
("Grab" - "hornbeam" in English - is the tree of many unique qualities). They seem to be
borrowed by this man.

His life-story reminds of many striking events and incidents. When a student of the Tashkent
State University at the lessons in higher mathematics he could first give the answer to a
complicated mathematical equation, and only then suggest the method for its solution.

Having started his working activity he often displayed his unbelievable skills taking no notice of
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them.

When he was working with the aviation detachment from Ivanovo, he managed to re-create the
true cause of one avia catastrophe. Even having no DATA from the "black box" of the crashed
aircraft he managed to restore the real picture of the crash striking with its details: many events
and assessments made by him strike with their authenticity and truthfulness.

He had been working for a secret designing bureau for a long time. He used to calculate the
flight paths for the cosmic objects. To avoid calculations with the computer his friends
sometimes "exploited" him. To be true, he understood this and stopped fulfilling this type of
requests.

- In what way can we compare Grabovoi's level of diagnostics and

foreseeing to other extrasensors?

- I have been surprised that for such extrasensor as Kulaghin the

results of his foretelling are bound to the accidental circumstances, they

may be episodic or missing at all, when for Grabovoi - the high probability

of his predictions can be compared with Uri Heller. It is not by an accident
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that he turned out to be immediately (without any queuing) received by

Vanga, the Bulgarian foreteller. He has been also blessed by the world-wide

known Indian, saint Bapa Nagpal.

- Is he continuing to implement his extrasensory practice?

- Grigory Grabovoi does not consider the pure extrasensory activity

to be his major occupation. He is the head of his private commercial

enterprise - "Rampa" Firm. He renders consulting services to the managers of

some firms, pre-calculates the probable percentage of profit and provides

concrete recommendations on marketing and management. In particular, he is

studying and improving the system of booking air-tickets through the
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"Sirena" system. He has the contract with the "Uzbekiston Airways"

Aviation Company.

- In your opinion, how are the paraprocess phenomena in CIS treated

in America?

- American specialists remark that in Russia and other CIS

countries there exists the broad tradition of rather serious disclosure of

unusual phenomena by the mass media sources. They are interested to get

acquainted with these materials in the original or in translations.
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Alexander told me about his meetings with some American business

specialists who got attracted by the phenomenon of Grabovoi. He showed to

us a thick volume of the book "Management" that was presented to Grigory

Grabovoi by the author, Mark Green. Professor from the Simpson College, the

city of Indianola, state Iova.

Besides that, some American associations involved in studying

para-psychologic phenomena have got interested in him.

- In what way is he shaping and improving his knowledge?

- Grabovoi cannot be regarded as the selftaught. He is rather a
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man of great erudition. His knowledge is based on the scientific sources,

on serious studies of the achievements in business, marketing, management,

of military literature and aircraft manufacturing.

- What do you consider to be particularly attractive in

Grabovoi's work as a consultant and an extrasensor?

-First and foremost he uses the ethic approach to applying his

surprising gift of foreseeing and intuition. Rendering advice to a client

whether to conclude or not to conclude a deal, Grabovoi does not thrust

his opinion on him.
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His potentialities are of great value in the today's uneasy

situation in business.

Once he was addressed by a man from Russia who complained of Mafia

that was bringing much trouble to him. That businessman was much anxious,

and Grabovoi understanding what the man needed calmed him down. Grigory

told the businessman that the matter was in his fantasies and completely

clarified the situation for him. At that moment, he said nobody was seeking

for the man. He was the victim of his own fear." Be much bolder, confident,

do not be afraid of anything, no utter danger threatens you. At least I can

guarantee this for the coming months". The man signed with relief. You can
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see how people trust Grigory.

- And how could the insurance companies treat such a phenomenon?

- He must be get interested in him. Here his potential is

completely improbable. It goes without saying that if he can move the

information from one computer file to another without seeing it on the

display; kill the computer virus; foretell the threatening danger and,

hence, prevent the death during the accident; bring to light hidden defects

of the aircraft and automobile allegedly penetrating them with the X-rays.

It is enough for Grigory to know the technical scheme to build up in his
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mind the whole object and act on as an extrasensor.

- Then, why do we know so little of such a fantastic man?

- I believe that wide recognition will come to him very soon. Real

results of his activity have been documented by many expert data,

documentation signed by completely different specialists and managers.

He has already faced the avalanche of orders for a year ahead.

Surely, such capabilities raise the interest in the manufacturing

companies. It is not by chance that such a famous company from Germany as 'Simens' has
committed to carry out the investigation of his tremendous

potentialities.
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